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Overview 

RootWave™ is the leading solution for killing weeds 
without using any chemicals. 

RootWave™ Pro is the most economical and sustainable solution available  
and helps organisations achieve an organic approach to weed management. 

 



Product 

RootWave™ Pro is an award-winning professional hand weeder designed for 
growers, gardeners and groundskeepers to spot weed and treat invasive 
species.   

✓ Runs all day from a generator or the mains without the need to refuel 
RootWave™ Pro, allowing the operator to maximise their time and cover 
more ground. 

✓ Only using electricity and no other consumables keeps fuel usage low and 
running costs even lower. 

✓ Compact design is suitable for small utility vehicles and ensures even the 
most difficult to access locations are within easy reach. 

✓ Light and ergonomic treatment lances with simple controls, variable 
power and a selection of interchangeable electrode designs allows any 
size or species of weed to be treated.  

✓ Rapid deployment and 25m treatment cable with optional extensions 
reduces overall treatment time. 
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RootWave™ Pro uses electricides to boil weeds inside out from the root 
upwards.   

Generating heat directly within the weed ensures that no energy is wasted 
and that the roots are treated. 

Electricides treat deep into the roots making RootWave™ ideal for treating all 
weed types, including any tough species of invasive weed.   

The process is localised and does not damage surrounding plants or soil.   
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Technology 
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Benefits 
Environmental: Organic with no surfactants, actives, additives or residues and 
suited for use where herbicides are banned or restricted. 

Effective: Systemically kills all species of weed. 

Safe: No impact to surrounding plants or soil with treated areas safe to return 
to immediately after treatment. 

Affordable: Lower running costs than any other weed management product. 

Quick: Near instantaneous treatment of weeds. 

High utilisation: No need to refill or follow chemical handling procedures and 
suitable for use immediately before or after rain and in cold or windy 
weather. 

Fewer retreatments: Weeds treated without disturbing soil, which maintains 
soil nutrients and reduces dormant seed regrowth. 



✓ Compulsory user training provided on delivery. 

✓ Earth continuity system ensures safe operation. 

✓ High-integrity materials. 

✓ Lance designed to ensure weeds treated at safe distance. 

✓ Integrated safe stop. 

✓ Emergency stop for safe third party shut-down. 

✓ Integrated lance shunt system. 

✓ Additional train the trainer and operator refresher courses available. 

✓ Help with localised risk management process available. 

Safety... 
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Safety 



independent case studies past and present confirming 
efficacy of RootWave™, including against the toughest 
invasive species. 
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Case Studies 



RootWave™ is a Ubiqutek™ brand 
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